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Their Voices Will Guide Us: Student and Youth Engagement Guide created by the National
Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (and associated references
listed in the document) 
 Executive Summary of the Final Report of the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls
As I Remember It: Teachings (ʔəms tɑʔɑw) from the Life of a Sliammon Elder by Elsie Paul with
Davis McKenzie, Paige Raimon, and HarmonyJohnson 
Indigenous Ally Toolkit created by the Montreal Urban Aboriginal Community Strategy
Network
"Two-Spirit Conversations and Work: Subtle and at the Same Time Radically Different" in
Transgender: A Reference Handbook by Harlan Pruden 
Sovereign Erotics: A Collection of Two-Spirit Literature edited by Qwo-Li Driskill, Daniel Heath
Justice, Deborah A. Miranda, and LisaTatonetti 

This booklet was created on the traditional unceded and occupied lands of the Omamiwininiwag
(Algonquin) Anishnaabeg. The Omamiwininiwag belong to a common ethnic group - the
Anishinaabeg - whose lands stretch across what settlers call Central-Eastern Canada and the
North-Western United States. In addition to the Omamiwininiwag, some of the Anishinaabe
peoples include the Odawa, Ojibwe, Potawatomi, Oji-Cree, and Métis, who speak different
languages pertaining to a similar language group (Anishinaabemowin). 

At the CCGSD, we stand by all First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples, and extend our respect for
their invaluable past, present, and future contributions to this land. As an organization guided by
the principles of diversity, intersectional feminism, and education, we work to teach about social
justice, including Indigenous peoples' resiliency in the face of ongoing structural violence  and
marginalization. We support their ongoing efforts for self-determination, sovereignty, safety, food
and water security, and representation, and encourage readers to learn more by listening to
Indigenous voices and carefully considering how to be thoughtful allies .

This booklet has been made with close reference to Indigenous sources and writings (referenced
in full at the end of this booklet), but  in particular, the following sources: 

These resources helped create the approach for this booklet, however, I recognize that my
positionality as a settler on these lands has influenced the way I present (or possibly misrepresent)
these stories. As a result, I urge readers to return to the sources themselves and read Indigenous
voices directly - let this booklet be only a starting point and not an absolute. I also invite criticism
of and feedback about my approach and this booklet in order to continue learning how best to
support and highlight Indigenous voices.  

Document written and created by Emma N. Awe
Contact information: emma.nicole.awe@gmail.com

Content Warning: 

 Violence, colonialism and colonial structures, racial, sexual and gender-based

discrimination and oppression, missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls, and

2SLGBTQ+ peoples.



Pictured above: Owners of 101 Dewson Street and
founders of Sister Vision Press, Makeda Silvera (left) and

Stephanie Martin(right).

The origins of the term ‘two-spirit’ are in part the result of this diversity.  Although
the term was created recently, two-spirit peoples have been creating, surviving,
and thriving for much longer, identified by names specific to their nations and
communities. Understanding the term 'two-spirit' as well as Indigenous pasts,
presents, and futures requires a reconsideration of the settler structures that
dictate how we learn. 

Throughout this booklet,
the term 'Indigenous' will

be used frequently,
however teachings,

practices, experiences,
thoughts, and beliefs vary

widely from nation to
nation, and amongst

individuals and families.
For students, educators,
and learners engaging
with this booklet, try to
learn about the specific

First Nation, Métis, or
Inuit communities in your

local area.  

Indigenous identities are diverse, complex, and changing. Many Indigenous
peoples around the world identify with non-normative sexualities and genders, and
label themselves with a diversity of terms both Indigenous and non-Indigenous.
Some Indigenous peoples identify with terms used in settler cultures, such as
“lesbian,” “gay,” “bisexual,” “transgender,” and “queer,” while others may identify
only with terms specific to their nation and language such as māhū, nádleehí,
asegi, fa'afafine, etc. For some, a combination of labels and identities better
reflects their individual experience.  

 © Art Zoccole, 2-Spirited People of the 1st Nations, www.2spirits.com

In 1983, the Nichiwakan Native Gay and Lesbian Society was founded in Winnipeg
as one of the first prominent groups for 2SLGBTQ+ Indigenous peoples. One of the
co-founders of the group, Albert McLeod, explained that although the group was
short-lived - lasting only into the 1990s - it organized several social and community
events. In 1988, the Nichiwakan Native Society sent delegates to the first official
gathering of 2SLGBTQ+ Indigenous peoples entitled, "The Basket and the Bow," and
held in Minneapolis. In 1990, the third gathering was held in Winnipeg and was
called "Spirituality in the ‘90s." The gathering featured ceremonies, talking circles,
feasts, an entertainment night, and a pow-wow.



Pictured above is Elder Albert McLeod.
McLeod is of Cree-Scottish descent and

attained 'Status Indian' membership
within the Nisichawaysihk Cree Nation

(Nelson House) in 2011. He is a co-
founder of the Nichiwakan Native

Society, the Manitoba Aboriginal AIDS
Task Force, and the Two-Spirited People

of Manitoba.

 © University of Winnipeg Archives, Albert McLeod fonds, "Albert McLeod canoeing near

Vancouver, 1991," https://cdm15931.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/two-

spirit/id/4/rec/4

It was at this third gathering that the
term ‘two-spirited’ was first created.
Indigenous attendees coined the term as
a way to distinguish gender and sexually
diverse Indigenous peoples from the
largely Eurocentric LGBTQ+ community
and their labels. Before European arrival
on Turtle Island as early as the 1490s,
Indigenous peoples used their own terms,
in their own languages, to describe
various genders, sexualities, and
community positions. After contact,
European settlers imposed new
derogatory labels for gender and sexually
diverse Indigenous peoples. ‘Two-spirit’ or
‘two-spirited’ was a way for Indigenous
peoples to find a term that better
reflected their cultural practices, and
encompassed the many years of
Indigenous resistance and decolonization
efforts. 

 refers to Indigenous understandings of
gender and gender roles that exist
outside of colonial gender binaries

‘Two-spirit’ is a diverse term, much like
Indigenous peoples represent a diversity of
practices, beliefs, teachings, and
territories. It is an umbrella term created
in English that

Nehiyawe/First Nations Cree educator, Harlan Pruden, explains that ‘Two-Spirit’ is
not an identity rather an organizing tool or strategy, and can not be separated from
the context of Indigenous resistance and resilience across time. Not all ‘queer’
Indigenous peoples choose to identify as Two-Spirit, some choose to identify with
the LGBTQ+ community, and others adopt a variety of terms to describe their
experiences. 

refers to present-day Indigenous peoples that are working to reclaim these
gender roles and a point of solidarity for 2SLGBTQ+ Indigenous activism.



In the digital book Written As I Remember It: Teachings (ʔəms tɑʔɑw) from the Life
of a Sliammon Elder, readers are encouraged to reconsider how they learn about
Indigenous past and present realities. Schools teach subjects separated according
to Eurocentric categories of knowledge, but Indigenous teachings are understood
differently. Learning about Indigenous pasts then requires a reworking of how we
learn. In Written As I Remember It, the authors explain that the teachings of the
Sliammon peoples as elder Elsie Paul shares them, are ‘history’ “as she remembers
it.” By understanding ‘teachings’ and ‘history’ as interconnected, Elder Elsie Paul
“holds a worldview that positions past, present, culture, and knowledge in quite
different relation to one another than the disciplinary-bound view” that is taught in
schools.

Co-author, Paige Raimon, when describing her journey as a settler learning new
ways of knowing and understanding, recommends a process called
“transformational listening.” This kind of listening goes beyond just collecting
information, and instead pushes you to reconsider how you live your life, your
assumptions, and your ways of thinking and knowing. Transformational listening
requires a slowing down and deep engagement, which Raimon explains can be
very difficult especially for aspiring settler allies who are eager to help. Indigneous
peoples who share their knowledge, personal experience, or testimony offer an
“important gift,” and in order to actually receive this gift, audiences need to
evaluate how they listen and learn.

TRANSFORMATIONAL LISTENING

As part of the "Local Contexts"

project,  researchers have created a

set of legal licenses and rights to

protect Indigenous knowledge.

Using Traditional Knowledge Labels

(TK Labels), Indigenous peoples can

regain sovereignty over their

creations, knowledge, and how they

are shared. TK Labels work with

established legal and copyright

rules, but add additional regulations

about how to interact with, share,

and understand materials being

presented. Pictured right are some of

the many TK Labels and their

meanings.   

Attribution: This label asks users to

correctly attribute the material to the

creator. For instance, an artwork or piece of

writing with this designation should

correctly attribute the name of the artist.  

Outreach: This label asks users to respect

the ways that the creators intend for the

material to be circulated. Some material

may be intended for wide circulation, while

others may be limited to a certain

community.  

Culturally Sensitive: This label is used to

indicate material that may be historically or

culturally sensitive. This label could include

very specific requirements about how the

material should be accessed and shared.  



 “historical, multigenerational, and intergenerational trauma”
 “social and economic marginalization” 
“maintaining the status quo and institutional lack of will”
“ignoring the agency and expertise of Indigenous women, girls, and
2SLGBTQQIA people”

Listening is especially important for Truth and Reconciliation and its cornerstones
of giving testimony and bearing witness. For these processes to be impactful,
audiences need to know how to listen to Indigenous peoples and allow what they
hear to change them and their lives. 

During the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and
Girls (NIMMIWG), a diversity of Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQ+ peoples
gave testimonies about their experiences and lives. These testimonies  were part of
the “Truth-Gathering Process,” during which many survivors and their families
recalled how they had been targets for violence across time. Indigenous women,
girls, and 2SLGBTQ+ peoples in their testimonies explained that the discrimination
they face is mainly the result of colonialism, racism, and sexism. Families and
survivors mentioned four pathways by which colonialism affected their
experiences:

The NIMMIWG final report found that these four pathways make Indigenous
women, girls, and 2SLGBTQ+ peoples more likely to experience violence.
Indigenous peoples are then subjected to several kinds of human rights violations:
the rights to culture, health, security, justice, and self-determination.  Ensuring
that Indigenous peoples have their inherent right to self-determination  would
allow them to find self-determined solutions to address the crisis of missing and
murdered Indigenous women and girls, as well as to other systemic issues that
negatively impact Indigenous lives.

The NIMMIWG report reflects the necessity of intersectionality when considering
Indigenous rights, issues, and realities. Identities exist at the intersection of various
factors such as gender, sexual orientation, race, class, religion, and ability.
2SLGBTQ+ Indigenous peoples exist at the intersection of two very diverse
movements: the 2SLGBTQ+ and Indigenous rights movements.Two-Spirit advocate,
Albert McLeod, emphasizes this reality by explaining that "the Two-Spirit rights
movement is inherently interwoven with that of the First Nation, Inuit and Métis
peoples." Although 2SLGBTQ+ Indigenous identities vary widely based on cultural
and personal experiences, decolonization remains a unifying force across all
Indigenous movements and communities. 



FUTURISMS

Skawennati (pictured left) is a

member of the Kanien'kehá:ka

(Mohawk) First Nation on

Tiohtiá:ke (Montreal, Quebec).

Her new media projects explore

how Indigenous traditions and

perspectives shape the digital

world. She is known in particular

for her 'machinimas,' or movies

created in virtual environments,

that feature Indigenous avatars

across time and space.  

Popular fiction that imagines the
future (such as science fiction or
'sci-fi') has been constructed
around colonial biases. For
instance, the frequent theme of
'discovery' of other planets or life
forms in science fiction is often
modelled after the 'discovery' of
Indigenous peoples by colonizers
in the 1400s. Indigenous
futurisms in art, fiction, and
design, reevaluate these themes
and build alternatives to the
futures imagined by settlers.
These futurisms present
Indigenous traditions and pasts
as interconnected with the
future.  

Barry Ace (pictured above) is a debendaagzijig

(citizen) of the M’Chigeeng First Nation, on Odawa

Mnis (Manitoulin Island, Ontario). Ace is a visual artist

that combines traditional Anishinaabeg textile

practices and beadwork with upcycled electronics and

circuitry.  

Artists, Barry Ace and Skawennati
bring Indigenous traditions,

teachings,  and pasts into
conversation with digital futures

through their visual and virtual art.   

See end  for image sources. 
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